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Abstract:  Over the time, there has been many cases of car accidents mainly due to human factor such as lack of 

focus, drunk driving, etc. Few futuristic technologies excite the imagination like self-driving vehicles. As we move 

on to the era of Automated vehicles and Artificial Intelligence (AI) with the help of machine learning the number 

of accidents are gradually reducing. I have put together some inputs from few sources, and on the deductions 

based on such inputs, has tried to find out how has made the Automobile Industry of now and how the automated 

vehicles will influenced the world economies. A glimpse to what our future beholds. From reducing the number of 

accidents, to improving emissions compliance and easing congestion, driverless cars are claimed to cure a number 

of ills, and to assess how likely that is, we've already seen trials in various UK locations, including Bristol, 

Greenwich and Milton Keynes Lasting for 18 to 36 months, these tests have also analyzed the legal and insurance 

implications of driverless cars. 

The IEEE words for autonomous vehicles is “the most promising form of intelligent transportation.” In fact, by 

2040, it forecasts these vehicles will account for up to 75 percent of cars on the road.  
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

A self-driving automotive, additionally called Associate in Nursing autonomous vehicle, connected and autonomous 

vehicle, driverless automotive, robo-car, or robotic automotive this are the terms used for Futuristic Self Driving Vehicles 

be a vehicle that's capable of sensing its surroundings and moving safely with very little or no human input. Self-driving 

cars mix a range of sensors to understand their surroundings, like microwave radar, lidar, sonar, GPS, odometry and 

mechanical phenomenon activity units. Advanced management systems interpret sensory info to spot acceptable 

navigation methods, also as obstacles and relevant accumulation. Driverless cars won’t to be confined to the realm of 

fantasy, however currently they are set to return to a road close to you, with the likes of Tesla, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, 

Google and Audi among the businesses with systems able to deploy. A descriptive model's logical relationships may be 

evaluated, and inferences regarding the system will then be generated to reason. all the same, logical analysis offers 

utterly totally different viewpoints than quantitative chemical parameter analysis. we tend to initial performed a web sort 

creator survey of individuals and collect information assortment service. 

2.   REVIEW 

The design of user interfaces for self-driving cars or autonomous cars that are called driverless cars is changing into 

additional vital. Self-driving automotive literature has fully grown steady. However, no effort was created to choose, 

update and synthesize the literature on this subject consistently. A technology literature review discusses totally different 

views on autonomous cars, like risks and obligations of those self-driven cars within the event of collisions and the 

principles committed decision-making, potentialities and disadvantages of exploitation self-driving cars. Information from 

numerous documents are gathered to explain totally different aspects of in operation vehicles as antecedently mentioned. 

Such study problems are addressed by recent and existing results. Researchers and clinicians are presupposed to perceive 

the self-driving cars from totally different views with analysis and findings provided during this paper. information from 
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numerous papers are collected to explain numerous aspects of self-driving cars. These analysis queries are mentioned in 

lightweight of newer and existing results. Scientists and clinicians ought to be ready to perceive the self-driven cars from 

totally different views through analysis and findings conferred during this article. 

The next massive worrying technology within the future has been autonomous driving. It ought to have a significant 

social group impact altogether forms of fields, because it is considered primarily technology homeward. during this 

section the temporary summary of the technology and development helps to grasp the requirement to simply accept 

customers on the topic, that has been unnoted yet, as shown in Section two. in line with Marlon G. Boarnet the University 

of Southern CA contains a specialist in transport and concrete development "We rebuild transportation infrastructures in 

our towns about every 2 decades, influencing the viability of their neighborhoods, the settlement patterns in our towns and 

the rural climate, and the economy, society and culture," and autonomous driving vehicles, as many say, are the major 

new change everyone talks of. This not only leads to high environmental benefits, but fuel saving, by improving roads, 

reducing the necessary cars to only 15% of the current volume needed and driving on platos, which would save 20-30% 

fuel consumption., But it also leads to social factors such as significant increases in productivity when commuting to the 

accident and death rates that are seen as the world ' s eight highest mortality source in 2013 (WHO, 2013), a decrease in 

pressure and a fall in car parks up to 1⁄4 of existing ability. It would also lead to a decrease in commuting time per person 

per year by an average of 38 hours and save the US economy $1.3 trillion per year, create new opportunities and diverse 

applications, build entirely new markets, alliances and future model companies, as according to Morgan Stanley (2013) 

report. As we know, it is going to change culture. 

3.   METHODS AND MATERIALS 

 Research Approach  

We First Carried out a survey of people using online form creator and data collection via  service chat and collected data 

from people about the awareness in people and then referring to previous papers we have organized the code and 

conducted experimentation on the existing code. 

4.   DATA & RESULTS 

After creating our data collection form, we sent it to various people and collected data on various aspects of what they 

think about the near future of the Automated Vehicles in the daily life 

 Questionnaire 

 Would you prefer an Automated Vehicle or a Normal Vehicle? 

 Would you feel safe driving an Automated Vehicle? 

 Do you think that self-Driving cars will make mistake? 

 Would you be able to trust dependability of automated car in mixed traffic? 

 Are you Concerned about your car being hacked? 

These are some of the Questionnaire from the survey which has been helpful for me in searching for the result of what 

and how the automated cars can be used. 

 Result 

When People were asked that if they knew about Automated Vehicles, most of the people were aware about such 

technology existed. The main reason is that this is a very new and experimental technology which is currently under 

research and many research professionals are working on it to get better results day by day. When People were asked that 

how much they were aware of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) the results were quite impressive. 

We rolled out the survey in such a way that   whole family would be able to answer the question and it was found that all 

younger generation people  know about the automated vehicle. 

We reviewed this result and found about that only the old people who are not aware about the modern technologies are the 

only ones who are not aware. And the main reason is not having the interest to update with the latest technology. 
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As you can see in the pie chart almost 98.2 % people will not prefer automated vehicle now the reason being automated 

vehicles are not developed yet now and when asked that which vehicle will you prefer in near future the self-driving cars 

got 60.7%. 

 

The Reason being Automated Vehicles are not considered safe because they are still in development that is the main 

reason for people not considering riding it till now. 

 

 

10.7% people are saying that that Automated Vehicles will make mistake and 25% people are saying that that Automated 

Vehicles will make no mistake and 64.3% aren’t sure. 
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As you can see in the next pie chart 76.8% people will not fully trust self-driving vehicles in a mixed traffic which include 

both self-traffic and normal manual traffic which include todays updated vehicle. 

5.   DISCUSSION 

This paper introduces US to machine-driven Vehicles that depends on sensors, actuators, complicated algorithms, 

machine learning systems, and powerful processors to execute software system. Autonomous cars produce and maintain a 

map of their surroundings supported a range of sensors placed in numerous elements of the vehicle. Video cameras notice 

traffic lights, scan road signs, track alternative vehicles, and appearance for pedestrians, measuring system (light detection 

and ranging) sensors bounce pulses of sunshine off the car’s surroundings to live distances, notice road edges, and 

determine lane markings. inaudible sensors within the wheels notice curbs and alternative vehicles once parking. 

Sophisticated software system then processes all this sensory input, plots a path, and sends directions to the car’s 

actuators, that management acceleration, braking, and steering. Hard-coded rules, obstacle rejection algorithms, 

prognostic modeling, and seeing facilitate the software system follow traffic rules and navigate obstacles. Researchers 

forecast that by 2025 we’ll see or so eight million autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles on the road. Before merging 

onto roadways, self-driving cars can initial got to progress through six levels of driver help technology advancements. 

And whatever area unit we tend to now? The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) defines six levels of driving 

automation starting from zero (fully manual) to five (fully autonomous). 

Level 0 (No Driving Automation) 

Today, most road vehicles are levels 0: operated manually. The human person is responsible for the "dynamic drive 

function," although the driver is assisted by machines. An example would be the emergency braking system, which does 

not count as automation  

Level 1 (Driver Assistance) 

This is the lowest automation rate. A single automatic driver aid feature, such as steering and acceleration (cruise control), 

is available in the car. Adaptive cruise control, in which the vehicle can be kept behind the next car at a safe distance, is 

graded as tier 1 as the human driver controls all other driving factors such as direction and blocking. 

Level 2 (Partial Driving Automation) 

This means state-of - the-art driver assistance or ADAS. The vehicle can both control steering and acceleration. In this 

situation, automation is not self-driving because a person is sitting on the driver's seat and can always control the vehicle. 

Super Cruise systems are both rated as level 2 by Tesla and Cadillac (general engines). 

Level 3 (Conditional Driving Automation) 

From a technical perspective the leap from level 2 to level 3 is significant but from a human viewpoint slight, if not 

insignificant. 

The vehicles at Level 3 have the potential to "environmentally track" and can take informed decisions about themselves, 

including speeding slow-moving vehicles. Yet, human override is still needed. If the machine can not carry out the 

mission, the driver must remain alert and ready to take control. 
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Almost two years ago, Audi (Volkswagen) announced that the next generation of the A8–their flagship sedan–would be 

the world's first Level 3 production vehicle. And they've delivered. The 2019 Audi A8L is coming to commercial 

dealerships this fall. It includes Traffic Jam Pilot, which combines an advanced sensor fusion and processing power with a 

lidar scanner (plus built-in redundancies should an element fail). 

As Audi was creating its masterpiece of technology, however, the U.S. regulatory process changed from federal 

legislation to autonomous vehicle state-by-state regulations. For the time being, however, the A8L is still rated in the 

United States as a Level 2 vehicle and will ship without the main hardware and software needed to achieve Level 3 

usability. Across Europe, however, with Traffic Jam Pilot (first in Germany), Audi will carry out the full Level 3 A8L. 

Level 4 (High Driving Automation) 

The key difference between Level 3 and Level 4 automation is that if things go wrong or a system failure happens, Level 

4 vehicles will interfere. In this sense, in most cases, such cars do not require human contact. A person still has the right to 

override manually, though. 

Under self-driving mode, Level 4 vehicles can run. But until laws and infrastructure change, they can do so only within a 

limited area (usually an urban environment where top speeds exceed 30 mph on average). This is referred to as 

geofencing. As such, most of the current Level 4 vehicles are built for ridesharing. For example,  

NAVYA, a French company, is already constructing and selling U.S. Level 4 shuttles and cabs that are fully electric and 

can reach a top speed of 55 mph. 

Recently, Alphabet's Waymo launched a Level 4 self-driving taxi service in Arizona, where they had been testing 

driverless cars for more than a year and over 10 million miles without a security driver in the cab. 

Magna, a Canadian automotive manufacturer, has developed technology (MAX4) to provide Level 4 capabilities in both 

urban and highway settings. They partner with Lyft to provide high-tech kits to convert cars into self-driving vehicles. 

Just a few months ago, Volvo and Baidu announced a strategic partnership to jointly develop Level 4 electric vehicles that 

will serve the robotaxi market in China. 

Level 5 (Full Driving Automation) 

The "dynamic driving job" is omitted. Level 5 vehicles do not require human attention. Level 5 cars won't even have 

wheels to steer or pedals to accelerate / break. We will be free from geofencing, will be able to go anywhere and do 

whatever an experienced human driver can do. In several parts of the planet, fully autonomous vehicles are being 

checked, but none of them are yet available to the general public. 

Where we are now 

While the longer term of autonomous vehicles is promising and exciting, thought production within the U.S. continues to 

be a number of years removed from something above Level two. Not as a result of technological capability, however as a 

result of security—or the dearth therefrom. 

Earlier this year, the Ponemon Institute revealed a report (commissioned by Synopsys) titled ―Securing the Connected 

Car: A Study of Automotive trade Cybersecurity Practices.‖ The report found that ―connected‖ vehicles (like autonomous 

cars) area unit made in physical safety features—seatbelts, airbags, antilock brakes—but not thus made in digital safety 

features. once it involves what’s required for safe operation in a web world, connected cars don't seem to be nevertheless 

prepared for clock time. 

The report relies on a survey of 593 security practitioners, development professionals, and engineers. over common 

fraction of the respondents acknowledged that the requirement for higher cybersecurity is ―urgent‖ for obvious reasons: 

sixty-two aforesaid they suppose a malicious or proof-of-concept attack against automotive software/components is 

extremely seemingly within the next twelve months. 

It’s honest to mention that buyers won’t settle for autonomous cars unless they're assured that they're going to be a 

minimum of as safe as they might air an advertisement jet, train, or bus. That day is returning. However, the automotive 

trade should endure a number of speedbumps initial. 
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Fully autonomous (Level 5) cars area unit undergoing testing in many pockets of the globe, however no area unit 

nevertheless offered to the final public. We’re still years removed from that. The challenges vary from the technological 

and legislative to the environmental and philosophical. Here are a unit some of the unknowns. 

 

Lidar and Radar 

Lidar is expensive and still tries to strike the right balance between distance and resolution. Would their lidar signals 

interfere with each other if multiple autonomous cars were to drive on the same road? And if there are many radio 

frequencies, will the frequency range be sufficient to support autonomous cars 'mass production? 

Weather Conditions 

Which happens when a heavy rain moves an autonomous car? If there is a layer of snow on the road, there will be no lane 

dividers. How are cameras and sensors going to track lane markings when water, oil, ice, or debris cover the markings? 

Traffic Conditions and Laws 

Do autonomous cars in tunnels or bridges have trouble? How are they going to do in traffic bumper-to-bumper? Is it 

going to relegate autonomous cars to a single lane? Will they have access to the carpool lane? And what about the existing 

car fleet for the next 20 or 30 years now sharing the roadways? 

State vs. Federal Regulation 

Recently, the U.S. regulatory process has changed from federal guidelines to state-by-state autonomous car regulations. 

Several states have even imposed a per-mile tax on autonomous vehicles to discourage "zombie cars" from running 

around without passengers from rising. Lawmakers also wrote bills suggesting that all autonomous cars should be 

vehicles with zero emissions and that a panic button should be installed. But will the laws vary from state to state? Can 

you use an autonomous car to cross state lines? 

Accident Liability 

Who is responsible for an autonomous car accident? The producer? The passenger of man? The new blueprints indicate 

that there will be no dashboard or steering wheel for a fully autonomous Level 5 car, so a human rider would not even 

have the option to take control of the vehicle in an emergency. 

Artificial vs. Emotional Intelligence 

Human drivers rely on subtle signals and non-verbal communication — such as eye contact with pedestrians or reading 

other drivers ' facial expressions and body language— to call for split-second judgment and anticipate behaviour. Is this 

relation going to be repeated by autonomous cars? Will they have the same instincts as human drivers to save their lives? 

7.   CONCLUSION 

The situations for convenience and quality-of-life enhancements area unit limitless. The old and the physically disabled 

would have independence. If your children were at land site and forgot their bathing suits and toothbrushes, the 

automobile might bring them the missing things, you may even send your dog to a veterinary appointment. 
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But the important promise of autonomous cars is that the potential for dramatically lowering greenhouse gas emissions. 

during a recent study, consultants known 3 trends that, if adopted at the same time, would unleash the complete potential 

of autonomous cars: vehicle automation, vehicle electrification, and ridesharing. By 2050, these ―three revolutions in 

urban transportation‖ could: 

 Reduce traffic congestion (30% fewer vehicles on the road) 

 Cut transportation costs by 40% (in terms of vehicles, fuel, and infrastructure) 

 Improve walkability and livability 

 Free up parking lots for other uses (schools, parks, community centers) 

 Reduce urban CO2 emissions by 80% worldwide 

Today’s cars have a hundred million lines of code. Tomorrow’s autonomous cars can have quite three hundred million 

lines of code; thus cybersecurity could be a growing concern. Synopsys is that the leader in application security testing 

and software package composition analysis, serving to automotive customers build security into their software package 

throughout the event lifecycle and across the availability chain. 

Synopsys conjointly offers a broad portfolio of auto-grade informatics, certified for ISO 26262 and ASIL B & D 

readiness, to assist customers build the most effective chips for applications like ADAS, motion picture, and thought 

MCUs. Synopsys embedded vision processor solutions facilitate customers integrate capabilities like object and face 

recognition, visual modality, and adjustive controller. 
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